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Benefits of regular
dental check-ups
You know you should visit your dentist at least twice a year for
cleaning and check-ups. But when life gets busy, it can seem tough to
fit in the time for those dental visits—especially when there doesn’t
‘feel’ like anything is wrong. “How bad could it be?” you wonder, to skip
the appointment just this once. Before you decide to go without, you
should consider the real benefits of getting regular dental check-ups.
You might conclude that devoting a bit of your time to dental care is a
wise investment after all.
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Introducing Dr Julia

This month...
Happy New Year! Health is one
of the most common themes in
resolutions so—while everyone
is motivated to listen—we’re
discussing the benefits to keeping
up dental maintenance as a part
of your overall health plan.
We’ve a new team member!
Dr Julia is joining us on Monday’s
and Tuesday’s. We’re very lucky to
have her so please say hello when
you’re next in.
We announce the winners of our
competitions from the Christmas
week... and Jenna has some
storage hints to share
with you.
We wish everyone
a prosperous 2015!
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If you have a chronic condition, such as heart disease or

coffee, tea, wine or tobacco stains from your teeth. With

diabetes, it’s extremely important to get regular cleanings

fresh, clean teeth you’ll feel much more like smiling! More

and check ups. By getting regular dental care, you can

importantly, the cleaning will remove plaque before it builds

reduce your risk of contracting these conditions, and make

up and leads to cavities, gum recession and tooth loss.

them easier to manage if you already have them.

Don’t forget your breath! While it’s not strictly a part of
your appearance, having fresh breath is an essential part

Save Time and Money
A stitch in time saves money! Research has shown that
people with chronic conditions who get regular dental care
not only lowered their risk score and reduced their illness
burden, they also had lower healthcare costs overall.

of feeling confident as you go about your day. The bacteria
that cause tooth decay also cause bad breath or halitosis,
so by removing the bacteria, dental cleanings are effective
at preventing and controlling this problem.
That’s why at Bite Dental our team of dentists and

Taking care of small problems when they are revealed

hygienists allow full hour appointments to not only

through dental check-ups—or better yet, preventing
such problems with education for your hygienist—means
that you can usually avoid dealing with more complex (and
more expensive) issues later on. Over a lifetime, having
regular dental cleanings and check-ups means less pain and
discomfort, less out of pocket expense, less time spent in
the dentist’s chair and more healthy teeth. And that adds

thoroughly debride and polish your teeth above and below
the gumline; they complete an oral cancer screening,
jaw joint and posture assessment, soft and hard tissue
examination; as well as providing you with all the
information and instruction you need to manage your oral
ral
health at home. It’s more than just your teeth in there!

up to even more good things to smile about!

Community
Enhance Your Appearance
Few things enhance your appearance more than a clean,

Winners are grinners

bright smile—and nothing detracts like a mouth full of
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stained teeth and unhealthy gums. If maintaining your

of teeth lollies. Congratulations for Kerry who won

appearance is important to you, then getting a regular

our ‘guess the number of teeth’ competition!

dental cleaning and check-up should be a top priority.

Enjoy the lollies and remember

A professional cleaning with a hygienist will remove those

to floss afterwards!
Another congratulations goes out to Marie
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who won an electric toothbrush for her quiz

Hints

response on our Facebook page—enjoy ladies!
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Introducing Dr Julia Moldavtsev
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Celebrate
everyday heros.
Let us know if
you have a cause
you’d like us to
shout about.

